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RELATING COLLISION PROBABILITY AND MISS DISTANCE
INDICATORS IN SPACECRAFT FORMATION COLLISION RISK
ANALYSIS
Ulises E. Núñez Garzón*, and E. Glenn Lightsey†
Active spacecraft formation flying collision avoidance schemes monitor collision risk through
indicators such as miss distance and collision probability. This paper compares collision
probability measures based on planar projections to their three-dimensional counterparts. In
this analysis, it is found that the former overestimate the latter. Additionally, this work compares the consistency of risk assessments based on miss distance and collision probability.
Certain statistics of relative position are well suited for collision risk assessments because
their local minima and collision probability local maxima are anticorrelated, and vice versa.
These results help connecting both types of indicators into a cohesive framework.

MOTIVATION
Spacecraft formation flying (SFF) is defined as a “set of more than one spacecraft whose dynamic states
are coupled through a common control law”.1 Spacecraft formations are attractive from a space mission design perspective. In particular, SFF can enable missions with increased system robustness, as deterioration or
failure of an agent in a spacecraft formation may only cause performance degradation in the mission, rather
than causing the end of the mission.2 Spacecraft formation missions may also have performance improvements over their mission lifetimes due to the ability to replace failed agents or add new ones. This adds a new
layer to space mission architecture options beyond traditional, monolithic spacecraft missions.3 Additionally,
missions that implement SFF have an opportunity for enhanced system flexibility through improved “adaptability, scalability, evolvability, and maintainability”.4 Spacecraft formations can also enable high precision
scientific missions by distributing a formation over regions larger than those spanned by large, monolithic
spacecraft and by using sensor fusion.5 Doing so has a plethora of applications, such as gravimetry,6 weather
forecasting and climate monitoring,7 exoplanet detection,8 gravitational wave detection,9 and more.
The success of spacecraft formation missions is intrinsically linked with effective collision avoidance because formations are vulnerable to the threat of not only external collisions but also internal collisions. Since
the threat of internal collisions is constant, methods of internal collision monitoring and avoidance must meet
safety constraints while minimizing resource expenditure in order to extend mission lifetime.2
The existing literature in SFF collision avoidance (COLA) can be broadly divided into two categories:
passive and active. Passive SFF COLA methods focus on passively safe formation designs. Using the terminology of Clohessy-Wiltshire (CW) relative orbital dynamics,10, 11 most of these passive SFF COLA methods
account for the divergence of along-track uncertainty of the relative position of deputies with respect to chiefs
by causing sufficient separation in the radial/cross-track plane.12, 13 These methodologies can be applied
to spacecraft formation design, deployment, navigation and reconfiguration, without the need for COLAdedicated maneuvers.14–16 Other passive SFF COLA methods include separation in the “sky-plane” (i.e. in
the along-track/cross-track plane),17 energy matching,18 and minimum range variation safety ellipses.19
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In active SFF COLA methods, collision risk is managed through predicting future motion of agents, determining whether the collision risk is acceptable, and if it is not, planning and executing COLA-dedicated
maneuvers. Passive and active SFF COLA methods are not mutually exclusive, however, as active SFF COLA
methods presuppose passively safe formation orbits as baselines. However, the distinction is made because it
is possible to have formations that only implement SFF COLA passively, i.e. only with regular, autonomous
station-keeping maneuvers every few orbits, as demonstrated by the TanDEM-X and PRISMA missions.14, 15
Active SFF COLA methods can be categorized by their collision risk indicators, i.e. by the measures used
to conceptualize and mitigate risk. Once collision risk becomes unacceptable per such indicator, a correction
signal is generally obtained by solving an optimal control problem, in which the risk is accounted for by
setting appropriate constraints.
The first active SFF COLA method category comprises distance-based COLA methodologies, i.e. techniques that employ agent separation (e.g. inter-agent distance, or Cartesian components of relative position,
etc.) to measure collision risk. Some miss distance-based COLA methods propose avoiding collision by
setting appropriate inequality constraints directly in terms of the miss distance (or components of relative position).20–28 Other miss distance-based COLA methods propose employing relative distance-based heuristics
(e.g. artificial potential functions) to avoid collisions, applying the principles of swarm intelligence and distributed agent control theory.29–34 A subset of distance-based active SFF COLA techniques account for state
uncertainty directly in the formulation of the avoidance maneuvers by defining geometric collision regions
(e.g. “covariance” contours, or reachable sets) that represent uncertainty envelopes.27, 28, 33
The second active SFF COLA method category comprises stochastic (or probabilistic) COLA methods, i.e.
techniques whereby collision risk between pairs of agents is measured through the probability of the event
that the relative position between agents is within a set that can be understood as a “collision region”. This
presupposes that the relative position is described by a probability distribution, which can be obtained as the
outcome of relative state estimation.35–37 Then, collision is avoided by designing a control signal that brings
the probability of collision below an acceptable threshold. Some miss distance-based active SFF COLA
methods do check collision probability,25, 34 while most stochastic active SFF COLA methods also check for
miss distance.36
This work focuses on collision risk indicators for active SFF COLA. Specifically, the correlation relationship between miss distance and probability of collision is explored to understand whether these indicators
provide consistent representations of collision risk. This contribution is beneficial for the following reasons:
1. In collision monitoring schemes where both collision risk indicators are used, the interpretation of risk
as portrayed by one indicator may be enhanced by consideration of the other indicator.
2. In the more common case where only one collision risk indicator is used, this contribution may help
understand the safety and performance tradeoffs of such a choice.
3. Under some circumstances, both collision risk waveforms may lead to the same qualitative conclusions,
which would enable using them interchangeably. This would be true in the case that there was some
statistic of relative position that both could be interpreted as miss distance and had the appropriate
behavior when compared to probability of collision. That is, in this ideal case, at the same time, such
a “miss distance”-like measure would locally indicate closest and furthest approach when probability
of collision locally indicates highest and lowest collision risk, respectively, making the relationship
consistent with intuition. This would be a valuable result for active SFF COLA methods that enforce
miss distance constraints directly.
4. Additionally, for active SFF COLA methods that employ heuristics of miss distance, this contribution
may help in the design of heuristics whose risk indication is consistent with what the probability of
collision would indicate.
Overall, understanding the correlation relationship between miss distance and probability of collision is a
step toward unifying both types of active SFF COLA methods into a single, coherent framework.
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BACKGROUND
This section introduces some preliminaries. First, the notation used in this work is elaborated upon. Then,
collision events are formally, topologically defined. Finally, Clohessy-Wiltshire (CW) relative orbital dynamics and geometry are discussed.
Notation
Vectors are underlined, while matrices and functions are not. Although boldface is reserved for multidimensional variables (i.e. vectors and matrices), sometimes boldfacing such variables may be avoided for
clarity. Let X ∈ RnX and R ∈ RdR denote a dynamic state and position state, respectively. The dimensions
of X and R are denoted by nX and dR , resp. (Note: dR ∈ {1, 2, 3}.) When used with the subscript i, Xi
and Ri denote the dynamic state and position of agent i, resp. It is understood that Ri specifically refers
to the position of the center of mass of agent i. When used with a composite subscript such as “i-j”, Xi,j
.
and Ri,j denote the dynamic state and position of agent i and relative to agent j, resp., i.e. Xi,j = Xi − Xj
.
and Ri,j = Ri − Rj . When written in uppercase, X and R denote an uncertain dynamic state and uncertain
position, resp., i.e. a dynamic state X (t) and position R (t) are random variables for any time t. Conversely,
when written in lowercase, x and r denote specific, deterministic “instances” or values that X and R may take
on, resp. When overlaid by a bar, X̄ and R̄ denote the expected (or “mean”) values of X and R, resp., i.e.
.
.
X̄ = E [X] and R̄ = E [R].
When inside a square bracket and with a subscript outside of such bracket, [R]F ∈ RdR denotes that
R ∈ RdR is expressed in the coordinates of a reference frame F ; similarly, [a]F ∈ R denotes the ath
component of R in the F -frame (a ∈ {x, y, z}). When R ∈ R3 can be expressed in the coordinates of a


e f ∈ R2 denotes the
W -frame as [R]TW = [x]W , [y]W , [z]W , and when overlaid by a tilde symbol, [R]
W
f -projection plane (or simply W
f ), where W
f denotes the [x] -[z] plane frame.
projection of R onto the W
W
W
Definition of a collision event
A collision event (between two agents) occurs whenever their respective physical, nonempty “volumes” in
dR -dimensional space have a nonempty intersection. In other words, a collision event means that two agents
may occupy portions of the same “volume” of space at the same time. The notion of a hard-body radius (or
characteristic length) is used to simplify the definition of collision events, and consequently, the computation
of the kinematic probability of collision (KPC). (Note: norm operations refer to the Euclidean norm.38 )
Definition 1 (n-ball38 ). The n-ball of radius r, centered at x ∈ Rn , denoted by Bnr (x), is defined as the set
.
Bnr (x) = {y ∈ Rn : kx − yk < r, r > 0}
Note: when the dimension of elements in Bnr (x) is implicit, it is referred to as Br (x) for simplicity.
Notation 2 (Characteristic length). Let the “body of agent i”, Bi , be defined as the set
. 
Bi = x ∈ RdR : x is in the body of agent i

(1)
♦

(2)

Then, the ith characteristic length, li ∈ (0, ∞), is defined as
.
li = sup kx − ri k

(3)

x∈Bi
d

d

Note: the body of agent i is circumscribed within BliR (ri ), i.e. Bi ⊆ BliR (ri ).

♦

Let i and j refer to two agents in proximity. Through the hard-body radius (HBR) simplification, illustrated
in Figure 1, li represents a no-contact zone, i.e. agent j does not collide with any other agent j (i 6= j) if no
point belonging to the body of agent j becomes closer to the ith center of mass than a distance li . Thus, in
order to avoid a collision with agent i, it is sufficient for agent j to be at least a distance li away from agent
i, and vice versa. Using this intuition, the i-j collision event is now formally defined.
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Figure 1: Agents i and j under the HBR simplification: a) no-collision condition, and b) collision condition.
(Note: these circles represent dR -balls that circumscribe the bodies of agents i and j, not position pdf’s.)
d

Definition 3 (HBR simplification). The body of agent i, Bi , satisfies Bi = BliR (ri ) by assumption.

♦

Definition 4 (Collision event). Assume the HBR simplification holds (see Def. 3). Then, a collision event
between agents i and j occurs whenthere is a nonempty intersection between the “volumes spanned” by
agent i (Bli (ri )) and agent j (Blj rj ), i.e. a collision occurs whenever

♦
(4)
Bli (ri ) ∩ Blj rj 6= ∅
In this subsection, collision events are topologically defined without any notion of the positions of colliding
agents being random variables at the time of collision. Thus, if the relative positions of agents are known
deterministically, the question of whether or not agents are colliding (in the sense that the conditions of
Definition 4 are met, which may or may not imply not a physical collision) can be answered as either true or
false, but not both. However, the primary aim of this work is to examine collision events when the relative
position between agents is not deterministically known. In such cases, whether or not an object is colliding
at any given time with another object is a question that can only be strictly answered in a probabilistic sense.
CW dynamics and geometry
Clohessy Wiltshire (CW) relative orbital dynamics refer to the dynamics of the motion of a “deputy” or
“follower” agent with respect to a “chief” or “leader” agent. Under CW dynamics, it is assumed that the
only force acting on each agent is the primary gravity from the central (planetary) mass in question, while
higher order gravity terms and any other perturbations are neglected. Thus, the inertial trajectories of both
agents are Keplerian orbits. CW dynamics also assume that the chief agent has a circular orbit, while the
motion of the deputy agent about the chief spacecraft is assumed to be “small” compared to the chief orbit
radius. The position of the deputy k about the chief c0 ([rk,c0 ]H ∈ R3 , or simply [rk ]H ) is expressed
10
in the coordinates of the Hill
The
 frame.
 CW relative dynamic state [xk ]H is completed by the relative
T
T
position rate, i.e. [xk ]H = [rk ]H , [ṙk ]TH . CW motion exhibits linear, time-invariant (LTI) dynamics; thus,
the relative state [xk ]H (t) is related to its initial conditions through the c0 state transition matrix (Φc0 ) as
[xk ]H (t) = Φc0 (t, t0 ) [xk ]H (t0 ), where


s
2
2c
4 − 3c
0
0
0
nc 0
nc0 − nc0
−6n (t − t ) + 6s 1
4s
0
− n2c + n2c
0 
c0
0


nc0 − 3 (t − t0 )
c0
0

s 


0
0
c
0
0
nc 0 
Φc0 (t, t0 ) = 
(5)

3nc0 s
0
0
c
2s
0 


 −6nc + 6nc c
0
0
−2s
−3 + 4c
0 
0
0
0
0 −nc0 s
0
0
c
and where
c = cos (nc0 (t − t0 ))
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(6)

s = sin (nc0 (t − t0 ))

(7)

Furthermore, if the CW trajectory of agent k about agent c0 is closed, then the initial relative CW state
[xk ]H (t0 ) is constrained such that
[ẏk ]H (t0 ) = −2nc0 [xk ]H (t0 )

(8)

Closed relative CW trajectories can be described in terms of the geometric parameters A0 , B0 , yoff , α0 and
β0 as given by Equations 9, 10 and 11, in accordance with the notation of Schaub.5 It should be noted that
these are five, not six, geometric parameters, owing to the closed CW trajectory constraint, given by Eq. 8.
[x]H (t) = A0 cos (n(t − t0 ) + α0 )

(9)

[y]H (t) = −2A0 sin (n(t − t0 ) + α0 ) + yoff

(10)

[z]H (t) = B0 cos (n(t − t0 ) + β0 )

(11)

• A0 : amplitude of [x]H motion.
• yoff : steady-state offset of [y]H motion. Note: the amplitude of [y]H motion about yoff is 2A0 .
• B0 : amplitude of [z]H motion.
• α0 : phase angle of [x]H motion. Note: the [y]H motion leads the [x]H motion by a phase difference
of π/2, i.e. by 0.25 chief orbit periods, regardless of the value of α0 . Thus, the [x]H -[y]H motion is
always a 1:2 ellipse centered at (0, yoff ).
• β0 : phase angle of [z]H motion.
The β0 − α0 geometric parameter creates the greatest variability in the shape of closed CW trajectories. In
particular, the following cases are noteworthy:
mod (β0 − α0 , 2π) ∈ {0, π}. Here, the [x]H and [z]H motions are in phase and are either correlated
or anti-correlated, whereas the [y]H and [z]H motions are out of phase, creating a 2:(B0 /A0 ) ellipse.
• mod (β0 − α0 , 2π) ∈ {π/2, 3π/2}. Here, the [x]H and [z]H motions are in phase and are either
correlated or anti-correlated, whereas the [y]H and [z]H motions are out of phase, creating a 1:(B0 /A0 )
ellipse.
• mod (β0 − α0 , π/2) 6= 0. Here, the [z]H motion is neither in phase nor out of phase with either
the [x]H or [y]H motions, creating either correlated or anti-correlated ellipses in the [x]H -[z]H and
[y]H -[z]H planes.

•

THEORY
Theoretical results on projection KPCs
In this work, the kinematic probability of collision (KPC), is defined as the probability that any two objects
are in a “collision region” at any instant of time, based on the statistics of the relative position between the
two objects at said time. Additionally, a distinction is made between the true KPC waveform and projection
KPC waveforms. On one hand, the true KPC is computed over a three-dimensional (3D) collision region,
based on the instantaneous, 3D probability density function (pdf) of the relative position. On the other hand,
a projection KPC is computed over the two-dimensional (2D) collision region defined on a plane, based on
the projection of the instantaneous, 3D relative position pdf onto said “projection plane”. (In this work, a 2D
collision region is defined as the projection of the 3D collision region onto an arbitrary projection plane.) In
this paper, the relationship between true KPCs and projection KPCs is examined. This subsection motivates
why developing these conceptual frameworks is beneficial to collision assessment activities.
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There is extensive heritage for collision probability computation from the debris conjunction analysis and
risk assessment (CARA) and debris COLA communities. In their practice, these communities often conceptualize the risk during a debris conjunction event to be equal to a projection KPC computed on the collision
plane, which is normal to the relative velocity vector at the time of closest approach.39, 40 It is possible to
conjecture that SFF collision risk can be adequately approximated by a projection KPC on a plane normal
to the relative velocity vector. Additionally, in CW dynamics, radial/along-track motion is decoupled from
cross-track motion. Thus, it is possible to conjecture that SFF collision risk can be approximated by a projection KPC on the radial/along-track plane.33, 35 Thus, before comparing KPC and miss distance waveforms, it
is worthwhile to consider whether collision risk, in a kinematic sense, is adequately described by a projection
KPC on any plane.

f -projection KPC measures for a three-dimensional relative
Figure 2: Difference between true KPC and W
f -projection planes:
position pdf (expressed in the coordinates of an arbitrary reference frame F ), for several W
a) [x]F -[y]F , b) normal to expected relative position, c) [x]F -[z]F , and d) [y]F -[z]F .
Theorem 5 (Projection KPCs overestimate true KPCs). Suppose the pdf of the relative position of agent i
relative to agent j in R3 is known and continuous. Let W denote a Cartesian reference frame in R3 . Let the
f -projection KPC refer to the KPC computed on the W
f -projection plane (i.e. the [x] -[z] plane). Then,
W
W
W
f -projection KPC is an overestimate of the true KPC.
• Every W


f -projection KPC is a strict overestimate of the true KPC.
• If support pdf Ri,j |t,t0 = R3 , then such W
• In particular, for the specific case of a nondegenerate, normally distributed relative position pdf, every
f -projection KPC is a strict overestimate of the true KPC.
W
♦
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Proof. Omitted due to paper length limitation.
f -projection KPCs in the following W
f -projection planes are overestimates of the true
Corollary 6. The W
KPC:
f -projection KPC, i.e. for any arbitrary reference frame I, the [x] -[y] ,
• Every coordinate plane W
I
I
[x]I -[z]I and [y]I -[z]I coordinate planes. Note: this particular result applies to any Hill frame H.
• Any plane whose normal vector is:
– The expected value of the relative position pdf (also called a radial projection).
– The expected value of the relative position rate pdf.

♦

Conceptually, true KPCs and projection KPCs are distinct, and this is shown through both theory and
simulation. This concept is illustrated in Figure 2. Thus, if “KPCs” are to be used as criteria for triggering
a COLA process, then it is evident that projection KPCs do not objectively satisfy the criteria for triggering
such process, simply because projection KPCs are not in general equal to true KPCs. In particular, it is helpful
to understand what distortions in conjunction assessments might be introduced when “greater than or equal”
COLA trigger thresholds are implemented; that is, if planning and/or execution of COLA maneuvers occurs
whenever the KPC goes above a fixed constant (which is a proxy for the maximum risk that can be tolerated).
Since projection KPCs are overestimates of true KPCs, using projection KPCs as COLA trigger criteria
would lead to deeming collision risk greater than it truly is, which would be analogous to having probabilistic
“false positives”. On the other hand, a common constraint after collision avoidance maneuvers is that KPC
be brought under a certain threshold (e.g. 1E-7) after a maneuver is conducted. Thus, using projection KPCs
as post-maneuver constraint satisfaction criteria could lead to further correction efforts than warranted to
“sufficiently” avoid collision risk. Accounting for scarce onboard resources, both observations show that,
for the case at hand, using projection KPCs as collision safety criteria (i.e. either as COLA trigger criteria
or as post-maneuver constraint satisfaction criteria) would result in a shorter mission lifetime than would be
warranted with the chosen risk tolerance.
Validation of projection KPC theoretical results
In this work, general results are demonstrated about projection KPCs, one of which shows how projection
KPCs always overestimate true KPCs regardless of projection plane choice, as illustrated in Figure 2, and as
proven in Theorem 5. This theoretical finding is validated by Monte Carlo (MC) analysis. In this work, such
MC simulation assumes CW relative orbital dynamics in Low Earth Orbit (LEO). Additionally, it is assumed
that the statistics of the initial relative state of the deputy spacecraft have a nondegenerate, normal distribution.
Numerical KPC waveforms (true and projected) are compared to the Monte Carlo-based KPC waveforms.
Performing such a Monte Carlo simulation is challenging if the debris CARA community requirement that
KPC values above 1E-7 are considered significant were to be adopted for SFF collision risk assessment.41, 42
An example of Monte Carlo sample relative position distribution is illustrated in Figure 3. Several relevant
spacecraft proximity cases are studied: without cross-track motion, and with cross-track motion (in phase
with radial motion, out of phase with radial motion, and more general cases).
Conjecture 7. Suppose that a Monte Carlo (MC) sample is made of a multivariate normal distribution.
Suppose that events with a probability of preq or lower can be ignored. Then, it is expected that significant
events (i.e. events with probability greater than preq ) can be captured with a sample size NMC that satisfies


1
♦
(12)
NMC ≥ 30
preq
In this work, it is assumed that Conjecture 7 holds. Additionally, mirroring NASA CARA practice, it is
assumed in this work that potential conjunction events with KPC less than 1E − 7 are insignificant. Thus,
preq = 1E − 7, which implies that the MC sample size, NMC , should satisfy NMC ≥ 3.0E8. Arbitrarily,
NMC is chosen as NMC = 3.2E8.
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Figure 3: Monte Carlo sample prior relative position distribution (marginalization of sample relative state
distribution).

Figure 4: True KPC, projection KPCs and Monte Carlo KPC, with CW dynamics, closed orbit, normally
distributed prior, Example 3D.005 (projection KPCs are normal to dynamics vectors).

Through the preceding Monte Carlo analysis, it is found that not only does the Monte Carlo KPC waveform
converge to the true KPC waveform, but that the true KPC is significantly different from every projection KPC
considered (i.e. those with projection planes normal to relative position and relative position rate, see Figure
4, and CW coordinate planes, see Figure 5). Even though there is some meaningful correlation between the
true KPC waveform and some of the projection KPCs (i.e. for projection planes normal to relative position
rate, and for the radial/along-track plane), this correlation is not consistent across cases, and the difference in
magnitude could lead to different risk assessment conclusions depending on KPC risk thresholds.41, 43, 44
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Figure 5: True KPC, projection KPCs and Monte Carlo KPC, with CW dynamics, closed orbit, normally
distributed prior, Example 3D.005 (projection KPCs are normal to coordinate planes).
Motivating distance measures for correlation with true KPC
The notion of “consistency” of collision risk assessments from dissimilar collision risk indicators requires
exploring the correlation between such indicators. Specifically, with the collision risk indicators considered
in this work, consistency in collision risk assessments would ideally entail that local extrema of true KPC and
local extrema of miss distance be anticorrelated. In other words, with consistent collision risk indicators, the
true KPC waveform would ideally indicate greatest collision risk while the miss distance waveform indicates
closest approach between agents in proximity. Conversely, with consistent collision risk indicators, true KPC
waveform would indicate lowest collision risk while the miss distance waveform indicates furthest approach
between agents.
However, as shown by the example in Figures 4 and 5, the condition of collision risk indicator consistency
is not generally met when comparing the norm of expected relative position and true KPC waveforms. In
this case, over a two-orbit horizon, these waveforms are mostly positively correlated. That is, primarily, true
KPC indicates lowest collision risk when the norm of expected relative position indicates closest approach,
and true KPC indicates highest collision risk when the norm of expected relative position indicates furthest
approach. Evidently, these insights are inconsistent (as understood in this work), and using one collision
risk indicator over another would lead to diametrically opposite conclusions. Even though this inconsistent
indicator waveform behavior does not always occur, it is common in many of the cases considered.
Thus, the norm of expected relative position is not a miss distance waveform that can be reliably used
as a qualitative substitute for (or predictor of) true KPC extrema. This finding prompts the search for other
statistics of the relative position distribution that can be interpreted as miss distance and that, together with
true KPC, produce consistent collision risk assessments. It is hypothesized that such a “miss distance”-like
measure can be found through one of the following methodologies:
1. Methodology 1: minimum distance to a “geometric” 3-σ contour.
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• This is the minimum distance to the covariance contour of the fitted relative position pdf (i.e. the
relative position pdf obtained from the sample mean and covariance) at a Mahalanobis distance
(MHD) of 3 away from the mean.45
• In this work, the prior relative state statistics are normally distributed, and since CW dynamics
are linear, the distribution retains normality over time. Since the relative position pdf is threedimensional, 97.07% of cases are within MHD = 3 from the mean of the pdf.
2. Methodology 2: minimum distance to an “equivalent” 3-σ contour.
• This is the minimum distance to the covariance contour of the fitted relative position pdf at a
Mahalanobis distance (MHD) so that 99.73% cases are within the corresponding MHD. In this
case, MHD = 3.7625.
• Probabilistically, this coincides with conventional understanding of a 3−σ event.
3. Methodology 3: 99.73% minimum distance.
• This methodology introduces the concept of the empirical distance cumulative distribution function (cdf), which is induced through the transformation defined by the norm of relative position.46
That is, a new cdf is created by taking the norm of the relative position of every point in the MC
sample and sorting the values from such set.
• Then, the 99.73% minimum distance is the (100−99.73)-percentile in the empirical distance cdf.

Figure 6: Fitted relative position pdf covariance contours: “geometric” 3-σ and “equivalent” 3-σ.
Miss distance measures akin to Methodologies 1 and 2 have been proposed in the literature as collision
risk indicators. Wang et. al. propose a heuristic SFF COLA scheme whereby the relative position pdf is
centered at the chief spacecraft instead of at the deputy spacecraft; then, an artificial potential function (APF)
approach is implemented to trigger COLA actions by the deputy when its position relative to the chief crosses
below a safety MHD centered at the chief’s location.33 Conceptually, the contours proposed by Wang et. al.
differ from those defined by Methodologies 1 and 2 only by the specific MHD value chosen to define those
contours, and by defining the center of the relative position pdf differently. The “geometric” and “equivalent”
3−σ contours, as well as points in such contours that are closest to the origin, are illustrated in Figure 6.
Methodology 3 is motivated by the existence of samples that are sufficiently large to adequately approximate the true distribution. Such a MC sample is employed in this work. Since arbitrary nonlinear transformations of each individual point in the sample can be obtained, the true miss distance of each point can
be obtained as the norm of its relative position. Because of the point where the 99.73% minimum distance
fits in the true distribution of miss distance (i.e. the empirical distance cdf), the measure of Methodology 3
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Figure 7: Empirical cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the norm of relative position (i.e. inter-agent
distance): (top) complete cdf; (bottom) closeup of cdf left-tail, focusing on the 99.73% minimum distance.
can be interpreted as a “probabilistic” worst case miss distance. The 99.73% minimum distance measure is
illustrated in Figure 7.
The conceptual notion of waveform correlation used in this work is formalized through the collision correlation index, Γi,j , which can be expressed in terms of a cross-correlation coefficient.47 Specifically, Γi,j can
be expressed as the cross-correlation coefficient of x1 (·) and x2 (·) and ρx1 ,x2 , i.e.
Γi,j (x1 , x2 ) = ρx1 ,x2 =

hx1 (·) , x2 (·)i
p
Ex1 Ex2

(13)

where x1 (·) is the unbiased KPCi,j signal, x2 (·) is the unbiased signal of a miss distance measure, and
where the energy of the signal x (·), Ex , is given by
.
2
Ex = hx (·) , x (·)i = kx (·)k

♦

(14)

The collision correlation index Γi,j compares waveforms directly and outputs a value between −1 and 1 that
indicates how correlated (or anti-correlated) the waveforms are. Thus, the notion of consistency entails that
KPC and miss distance waveforms, when passed through the Γi,j operator, should give a value as close to −1
as possible.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
CW simulation cases
As stated previously, dynamic scenarios in this work are assumed to follow CW dynamics. Additionally,
the initial state distribution is assumed to be multivariate, non-degenerate normal. For simplicity, all cases
have the same initial state covariance matrix ΣX (t0 ), which is assumed to be diagonal, as given by
h
i
2
2
2
(t0 ) σ[y]
(t0 ) σ[z]
(t0 ) σ[2ẋ] (t0 ) σ[2ẏ] (t0 ) σ[2ż] (t0 )
ΣX (t0 ) = diag σ[x]
(15)
H
H
H
H
H
H
The diagonal components of ΣX (t0 ) are listed in Table 1.
Initial expected states are constrained such that propagated state expectations follow closed CW trajectories
in the sense of Eqn. 8. Thus, initial state expectations X̄ (t0 ) can be (and are) prescribed in terms of the
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Table 1: Initial relative state covariance parameters
Parameter at t0
Value

σ[x]H
10 m

σ[y]H
5m

σ[z]H
0.5 m

σ[ẋ]H
0.25 m/s

σ[ẏ]H
0.75 m/s

σ[ż]H
0.05 m/s

geometric CW parameters introduced in Eqns. 9, 10 and 11. All cases have a chief with semimajor axis
ā = 6800 km.
Then, the mean motion n̄ can be computed in terms of Earth’s standard gravitational parameter
. p
µE as n̄ = µE /ā3 , where µE = 3.986004418 × 105 km3 /s2 .
The initial state expectation parameters listed in Table 2, along with the initial state covariance, are chosen
so as to observe significant, nontrivial KPCs during a two-orbit propagation horizon, which is needed in order
to meaningfully compare KPC signals to miss distance waveforms during such a time window. Furthermore,
the focus of the Results and Discussion section is on initial state expectations where the [x]H and [z]H
motion are out of phase (cases 3D.003−026); this property corresponds to a specific passive SFF COLA
methodology, namely, e-i vector separation, as discussed in the Motivation section. Although all cases have
expected trajectories that are collision-free, the expected trajectories in Examples 3D.003−026 provide more
separation between CW chief and CW deputy during closest approach than Examples 3D.001−002.
Table 2: Initial relative state expectation parameters
Cases
3D.001
3D.002
3D.c
(c ∈ {3,
4, . . . , 26})

Comments
No [z]H motion
With [z]H motion
([x]H and [z]H
motion in phase)
With [z]H motion
([x]H and [z]H
motion out of phase)

Ā0

β̄0 − ᾱ0

ᾱ0

1

B̄0 ȳoff
[km]
0
0

0

N/A

1

0.1

0

0

0

1

0.1

0

15(c − 3)
(ᾱ0 ∈ {0,
15, . . . , 345})

90

[deg]

Finally, all cases assume joint hard-body radii of li,j = 32 m. This figure is based on an estimate of
Hubble Space Telescope’s hard body radius of li = 16 m.48 For the purposes of this work, having such
a large joint hard-body radius allows obtaining higher (and thus, more significant) KPCs. Additionally,
conclusions are applicable to smaller spacecraft pairs that, by having additional buffer distance for increased
safety, effectively have larger joint hard-body radii.
Validation of MC sample and projection KPC theoretical results
Figure 8 shows that the cross-correlation coefficient between sample and true KPC waveforms is approximately 1 for all dynamic cases listed in Table 2. In the limit that this cross-correlation coefficient is 1, and in
the limit of continuous timesteps, this result would imply that the sample and true KPC waveforms are equal
almost everywhere—to within a scaling constant. It is therefore necessary to check whether the L2 -norms of
the sample and true KPC waveforms are equal (or reasonably close)— if so, then the Monte Carlo samples at
hand are able to faithfully reproduce KPC waveforms, and are therefore adequate for this work.
Figure 9 shows the sample-to-true KPC waveform norm ratio for all dynamic cases listed in Table 2, which
shows that the sample KPC waveform norm is within 0.84% of the true KPC waveform norm. This fact, along
with the cross-correlation coefficient between these waveforms, shows that the sample KPC approximates the
true KPC adequately, i.e. such waveforms coincide with low discrepancy.
Together, Figures 8 and 9 not only demonstrate the validity of the Monte Carlo samples employed in
this work, but they also validate the theoretical results presented in Theorem 5 and Corollary 6 in the sense
that sample KPCs coincide with true KPCs and not with projection KPCs. This notion is further reinforced
with the cross-correlation coefficient between sample and projection KPCs, for both biased and unbiased
waveforms, as shown in Figures and 10 and 11, respectively. These figures demonstrate that, for a wide range
of initial CW conditions, there is no consistent connection between sample and projection KPCs — unlike
the connection between sample and true KPCs.
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Figure 8: Cross-correlation coefficient between sample and true KPC waveforms, MC results (all cases).

Figure 9: Sample-to-true KPC waveform L2 -norm ratios, Monte Carlo results (all cases).
Out of all dynamic cases and projections considered, there is only near agreement (to within a constant)
between the sample and [x]H , [y]H -projection KPC waveforms in Case 3D.001, i.e. with no [z]H motion.
However, there are two issues with the adequacy of this projection approximation. The first issue is that, as
seen in Fig. 12, the [x]H , [y]H -projection KPC overestimates the sample (and true) KPC — by a factor of
2.61. This is significant because there is no projected motion that resembles the true motion as accurately as
the [x]H , [y]H -projection when there is no [z]H motion. In this scenario, the expected relative trajectories are
identical, and the origin of the respective collision regions is the same; the only distinction is that integrals
for this projection KPC are taken over a 2D disk (as is the case for any projection KPC), whereas integrals
for the sample KPC are taken over a 3D ball, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Since no other CW projection has
relative motion that approximates the true relative motion better, it follows that every other CW projection
case also fails to have projection KPCs that satisfactorily approximate the true KPC. The second issue is that,
as discussed in the Motivation section, passive SFF COLA schemes that implement e-i vector separation are
popular in applications; these schemes roughly correspond to [x]H and [z]H motion being out of phase, which
implies nontrivial [z]H motion. Thus, even if [x]H , [y]H -projection KPCs were adequate for the case of no
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Figure 10: Cross-correlation coefficient between sample and projection KPC waveforms, Monte Carlo
results (all cases, biased waveforms).

Figure 11: Cross-correlation coefficient between sample and true KPC waveforms, Monte Carlo results (all
cases, unbiased waveforms).
[z]H motion, [x]H , [y]H -projection KPCs would not be adequate when e-i vector separation is implemented.
Therefore, Figures 8-12 demonstrate that there are no general CW dynamics cases where any projection KPC
waveform adequately approximates a true KPC waveform.
Correlating miss distance and true KPC
In this work, true KPC and “miss distance”-like measures represented by Methodologies 1, 2 and 3 are
compared in order to examine the consistency of collision risk assessments obtained by these comparisons.
For the case of no [z]H motion (see Figure 13) and for the case of [x]H and [z]H motion in phase (see Figure
14), such comparisons are illustrated through the true KPC and miss distance waveforms themselves; for the
case of [x]H and [z]H motion out of phase, the comparison is made through the collision correlation index.
It is found that there is no general correlation between the unbiased waveforms of the KPC and the norm
of expected relative position, since local extrema of the former and the latter are positively correlated as
frequently as they are negatively correlated, and often, there is no correlation between the two waveforms. In
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Figure 12: Sample, true and [x]H -[y]H projection KPC waveforms, Example 3D.001.

Figure 13: Comparison of KPC and “miss distance”-like waveforms, Methodologies 1, 2 and 3, Example
3D.001 (no [z]H motion).
contrast, Methodologies 1–3, together with the true KPC, exhibit either negative or null collision correlation
indices over several cases of out-of-phase radial/cross-track motion, and this is observed more strongly for
ρ3σ than for Methodologies 1 and 2. Thus, Methodology 3, together with the true KPC, produces the most
consistent collision risk assessment under the collision correlation index criterion. Hence, Figures 13-15
indicate that the degree of correspondence between KPC and ρ3σ changes is greater than between KPC and
Methodology 1 or 2 changes, which indicates that the KPC and ρ3σ are more qualitatively interchangeable
than the KPC and Methodology 1 or 2. Thus, of all the statistical descriptions of agent separation considered,
ρ3σ is the most intuitively related to the KPC as per the discussion in the Theory section.
Although the distance measure of Methodology 3 (together with the true KPC) produces correlation indices
that are consistently closer to −1 than any other distance measure, this relationship is distinct from—and does
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Figure 14: Comparison of KPC and “miss distance”-like waveforms, Methodologies 1, 2 and 3, Example
3D.002 ([x]H and [z]H motion in phase).

Figure 15: Collision correlation index between true KPC and “miss distance”-like waveforms, Methodologies 1, 2 and 3, and norm of expected relative position ([x]H and [z]H motion out of phase).
not closely approximate—linear dependence. In fact, the anti-correlation between the unbiased Methodology
3 distance measure and the unbiased true KPC waveform is much weaker than the correlation between certain
projection KPCs and true KPCs. Yet, the conclusion is that projection KPCs are inadequate for approximating
true KPCs, while Methodology 3 is considered to be an adequate surrogate for the true KPC. The reason for
this interpretation is that, not only are distance measures and true KPCs conceptually and physically distinct,
but employing one criterion over the other as an indicator of collision risk already leads to distinct active SFF
COLA philosophies, as discussed in the Motivation section. Thus, the significant aspect of the relationship
between Methodology 3 and true KPCs is that, despite their conceptual distinction, they are still related to
each other in a way that is consistent with intuition, and even though their anti-correlation is not as strong as
it could be, their anti-correlation is still stronger for Methodology 3 than for other distance measures over a
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wide range of CW dynamic cases. Therefore, it is adequate to state that Methodology 3 (together with KPC)
is more likely to produce consistent collision risk assessments than other distance measures. Moreover, it is
concluded that Methodology 3 is a better predictor of true KPC (and vice versa) than other distance measures
considered, which is a helpful heuristic in applications where only one method of active SFF COLA is
implemented.
Comparing Methodology 3 and window probability of collision
Since the true KPC and the separation measure of Methodology 3 (i.e. 99.73% min distance) produce
consistent collision risk assessments, it is helpful to examine how these two collision risk indicators relate
to the window probability of collision (WPC), where the WPC is the probability of collision at any time
within a given time window.49 When combining these three indicators, it is found that they are consistent
and complementary, as they all indicate consistent aspects of the same collision assessment. That is, at the
same time, the true KPC has local maxima, the WPC indicates increased risk of collision, and 99.73% min
distance indicates “closest approach” between the chief and deputy spacecraft, as depicted in Figure 16.

Figure 16: Comparison of KPC, WPC and 99.73% minimum distance waveforms.
The consistency of the true KPC, WPC and 99.73% min distance waveforms is a significant result for the
SFF COLA community. By employing these collision risk indicators in unison, it is possible to obtain consistent collision risk assessments, which is valuable in the distinct yet complementary goals of SFF mission
safety and operational performance. Additionally, by unifying the two main collision risk indicators found in
the literature, a step toward bridging their corresponding SFF COLA philosophies into an unified framework
is achieved.
CONCLUSION
In this work, several paradigms are addressed regarding collision risk assessment practices in the context
of spacecraft formation flying (SFF) collision avoidance (COLA). The first area of contribution pertains
to the true and projection kinematic probabilities of collision (KPCs), which are defined using topological
notions and employing the hard body radius assumption. It is proven (in Theorem 5) that for continuous
relative position probability density functions (pdfs), any choice of projection KPC always overestimates
the true KPC. This result is validated through Monte Carlo simulation in an environment subject to CW
dynamics for a wide range of initial conditions. This result implies that using projection KPCs instead of
true KPCs in collision risk assessment results in probabilistic false positives in the detection of high collision
risk events, which is detrimental to agents in spacecraft formations with limited, non-renewable onboard
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propellant. Therefore, it is concluded that employing projection KPCs for collision risk assessment in the
context of SFF COLA is an inadequate practice.
The second area of contribution pertains to the “consistency” of collision risk assessments based on separation measures and true KPCs. This notion explores the question of whether or not separation measures
and true KPC waveforms are related in accordance with intuition, namely, where minimum separation is
correlated with highest collision probability, and where maximum separation is correlated with lowest collision probability. The notion of “consistency” is quantified through the collision correlation index introduced in the Theory section. On the one hand, it is found that a certain separation measure (namely, the
100(1 − 0.9973 . . . )-percentile in the empirical distance distribution, or ρ3σ ), together with true KPC, produces consistent collision risk assessments over a wide range of CW initial conditions in the sense that the
collision correlation index is always negative, although not to the extent of indicating linear dependence. On
the other hand, it is found that the norm of expected relative position, together with true KPC does not produce consistent assessments, while two separation measures (distance from the origin to a “geometric” 3 − σ
contour, and distance from the origin to an “equivalent” 3 − σ contour) produce assessments that, while consistent, exhibit a lesser degree of correspondence with the true KPC than the ρ3σ indicator. These results give
insight into the tradeoffs of choosing one of the two main philosophies of high collision risk event detection
(miss distance-based and KPC-based detection) over the other.
The contributions made by this work prompt new directions for future research in SFF collision risk
assessment. First, given that waveforms of the separation measure defined by Methodology 3 (i.e. the
100(1 − 0.9973 . . . )-percentile in the empirical distance distribution) are, in some sense, surrogates for true
KPC waveforms, it would be beneficial to develop ways to compute such separation waveforms or approximate them numerically; doing so would help avoid estimating them through a computationally costly sampling method. Thus, the distance measure of Methodology 3 could be employed in real-time applications
where collision risk assessments are based on separation measures. Second, it would be helpful to examine
if it is possible to translate safety requirements defined in terms of true KPCs into requirements expressed in
terms of separation measures. This would enable approximate equivalency between collision risk assessment
philosophies. Third, collision safety requirements in SFF applications could be stated in a way that defines
high-risk event criteria in terms of both true KPCs and some of the separation measures defined in this work.
This would allow for the creation of more nuanced safety criteria than is possible when only one high-risk
event detection philosophy is employed. If this avenue of research is pursued, it would also be important
to see how COLA maneuver planning and execution would be affected by these changes in high-risk event
detection and constraint satisfaction criteria. Fourth, given how both true KPCs and separation measures are
based on underlying relative state statistics, it would be beneficial to explore how relative state knowledge
accuracy and propagation horizons affect not only true KPCs and separation measures, but also their connection. This would be important in establishing requirements for onboard measurement and filtering update
rates and necessary accuracy. Fifth, it would be beneficial to examine whether the conclusions of this work
hold in relative orbital dynamic environments that can be better described as distinct from CW dynamics, e.g.
by accounting for dynamic perturbations (such as higher order gravity terms, drag etc.) or by using different
relative state representations (such as curvilinear coordinates or relative orbit elements).
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